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Anlamca En Yakın Cümleyi Bulma
1. While in Holland, John Locke had time to

2. While professional advertisers scoff at the

complete a number of important works that

idea, the general public seems to assume that

established his reputation as England’s

subliminal advertising is widely and

foremost political theorist.

effectively practiced.

A) Whereas John Locke wrote many of his

A) Despite the fact that professional advertisers

important works in Holland, he earned a

ridicule the public for believing in the

reputation as the most important political

widespread and efficient use of subliminal

theorist in England.

advertising, the public still insists on doing so.

B) John Locke, who was famous for being

B) As professional advertisers praise this

England’s principal political theorist, spent some

concept, an increasing portion of the population

time in Holland to produce some of his most

also believes that subliminal advertising is

important works.

commonly and efficiently used.

C) His stay in Holland, during which he

C) Professional advertisers appear to be praising

completed most of his important works, helped

the idea that subliminal advertising is generally

John Locke to be accepted as one of the most

practiced, an assumption commonly held by the

significant political theorists of England.

general public.

D) Thanks to several important works he finished

D) It appears that ordinary people believe

during his stay in Holland, John Locke made

subliminal advertising is extensively and

quite a name for himself as the leading political

successfully carried out although professional

theorist of England.

advertisers laugh at this notion.

E) It was the countless important works he

E) The general population thinks that there are

finalised in Holland that earned him a name as

some people who make use of subliminal

one of the most prominent political theorists in

advertising efficiently; however, professional

England.

advertisers seem to think the opposite.
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3. Exercise both strengthens our muscles and

4. Chameleons cannot generate their own body

encourages the production of special

heat so when they want to warm themselves,

chemicals called endorphins, which make us

their colour will darken to absorb more heat

feel good and act to reduce pain.

from the sun.

A) In addition to having stronger muscles

A) Once their colours darken, chameleons can get

through exercising, we are in a better mood and

more heat from the sun, but to warm themselves

feel less pain thanks to special chemicals,

much better, they have to produce their own body

endorphins, that it activates.

heat.

B) In order for our body to generate more

B) When chameleons transform themselves into a

endorphins – the special chemicals that make us

dark colour, they take in more heat from the sun

happier and reduce pain – and to strengthen our

and warm themselves easily, which helps them

muscles, we should exercise.

control their own body heat.

C) Making our muscles stronger with exercise

C) Chameleons can warm themselves with the heat

produces special chemicals, such as endorphins,

from the sun thanks to the dark colours they change

in the body and makes us feel good by relieving

into, and that is why they do not need to generate

pain.

their own body heat.

D) The production of important chemicals like

D) Because chameleons are not capable of

endorphins not only strengthens our muscles but

providing their own body heat, their colour gets

also encourages us to do exercise to feel better

darker so that more heat is received from the sun,

and feel less pain.

and they can warm themselves.

E) Endorphins, special chemicals which are

E) Chameleons’ body heat is linked to dark

produced while exercising, strengthen our

colours because when they are darker, more heat

muscles as well as making us happier by

from the sun can be absorbed, otherwise they

reducing pain.

cannot warm themselves.
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5. English is a mother tongue for many people

6. Regardless of how we form an

in the world, who are increasingly

impression of another person, we may

outnumbered by those who learn English as a

relatively quickly develop ideas about

foreign language.

what the person is like.

A) English, either the mother tongue or foreign

A) No matter how we form an idea about

language of many people, is being spoken in

people, we are rather quick in developing

almost every part of the world.

thoughts about their personality.

B) Although English is being learnt as a foreign

B) We may be relatively fast in

language more widely than ever, there are also a

criticizing another person’s character

large amount of people whose first language is

concerning how we form impressions of

English.

him or her.

C) Lots of people around the world are native

C) The idea we develop about another

speakers of English; however, the number of

person has relatively much to do with the

learners of English as a foreign language has far

ways we form impressions of him or her.

surpassed the number of its native speakers.

D) We are generally quick at developing an

D) Throughout the world, there is a

idea about people’s personalities irrespective of

significant gap between people who speak

the ways we form impressions of them.

English as their first language and those who
learn it as a foreign language.

E) Even if we may have formed impressions
of others in different ways, they mostly
depend on ideas we develop fairly quickly.

E) In the past, the number of English native
speakers was greater than those who had been
learning English as a foreign language, but now it
is not the case.
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7. Since we are both perpetrators and

8. If we were to go into recession, the

victims of environmental damage,

government would no longer be allowed

humanity’s survival ultimately depends on

to spend its way out.

our ability to preserve the natural world.

A) The government would have to cut down
on public expenditure in case of a recession.

A) The future of humankind is finally to be
decided by our resolve to preserve the

B) If we went into recession, the government

environment as we are negatively affected

would not be allowed to increase taxes.

when we damage it.

C) In case of a recession, government

B) The reason why we destroy the natural
world and are afflicted with its damage is that

spending would no longer be a permissible

our survival relies on our capability to protect

way out.

the environment.

D) The government would now be allowed to

C) If we destroy nature and are badly affected

spend its way out if a recession occurred.

by such devastation, our ability to protect the
environment will eventually rely on the

E) The government should be allowed to spend
more just in case a recession occurs.

survival of humanity.
D) As we are the ones who both destroy the
environment and suffer from this destruction,
the existence of humanity finally rests on how
well we maintain the natural world.
E) Given that we both destroy the natural world
and suffer from it, our power to protect the
environment ultimately fails to save our lives.
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9. The activity of coffee trading on the

10. A strong alliance should be formed

international market is second only to

between the tourism industry and the

petroleum.

environment to enjoy a healthy coexistence
in the future.

A) Petroleum is one of the most
internationally traded products, but coffee

A) Whether a powerful alliance between the

surpasses it.

tourism industry and the environment will succeed
depends on their future.

B) Increasing demand for petroleum makes
coffee the second most popular product in the

B) In order to have a healthy future together,

world.

it is necessary for the tourism industry and

C) Petroleum trading ranks the second
worldwide when compared to coffee.
D) Petroleum is the most internationally
traded product, followed by coffee.
E) Coffee and petroleum are the two most
valuable commodities in trade among
countries.

the environment to be closely connected.
C) The tourism industry and the environment may
rely heavily on each other for a healthy
coexistence in the future.
D) It is possible only through a strong agreement
between the tourism industry and the environment
to lead a healthy coexistence over the coming
years.
E) Some strong link between the tourism industry
and the environment is necessary for their
enjoyable coexistence for a long time.
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Açıklamalı çözüm
videosu için kodu
tarayınız.

Cevap Anahtarı
1 D
2 D
3 A
4 D
5 C
6 A
7 D
8 C
9 D
10 B
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